GW Winter Care Package Drive!
Support our cause!
❤
Support families in the DC school community by visiting the wishlist and donating warm winter clothing and hygiene products.
Donate through March 11!

Civic Leadership Dialogues - ANC and Local Governance
Tuesday, March 8, 2022 – 5:30pm (EST)
Natasha Dupee, ANC leader and GW staff and alum
Washington, DC has a unique hyperlocal governance structure designed to provide equitable representation across all the city’s neighborhoods. Learn more about the Area Neighborhood Commissioners and realities of local government and neighborhoods.

Join Us For Our 2022 GWUpstart Challenge Event!
Listen to our 2022 GWUpstart Challenge Winner’s keynote speech, connect with people who are transforming our communities for good, and learn about how the Honey W Nashman Center can support you in making change.

Public Service Grant Commission
Are you passionate about innovation and want to carry out feasible community service programs and ideas? The Public Service Grant Commission is our social innovation fund supporting GW students’ passions to make change. Grants provide funding for GW students’ ideas to deliver solutions through projects with DC area partner organizations ranging from $500 – $2500 per individual/group project, per deadline. Deadline: Mar 22
We are holding workshops and information sessions to help students with the applications. You can learn more here.

Become a Math Matters VISTA!
APPLY TO THIS 1-YEAR OPPORTUNITY NOW!
GW Math Matters Tutors provide quality on-site and/or virtual, one-on-one or group tutoring for middle school students in Washington, DC. The VISTA will increase the capacity of the Math Matters tutoring program by conducting research, program evaluation, and outreach to stakeholders! It’s open to all graduating seniors and grad students!

Our Podcast
Listen to Our Stories!
The Nashman Hive shares stories about transformational campus community partnerships that embody the mission of the Honey W. Nashman Center for Civic Engagement and Public Service.

Our Contact Information
2300 H St, NW, Suite 400
Washington, DC 20037
(202) 994-9900